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1. Introduction
Wireless ad hoc networks are under extensive research because of its flexibility that nodes can
without infrastructures and wide applications in the Internet of Things (IoT). An ad hoc network
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collection of nodes, each of which communicates over wireless channels. With the movement of the nodes, the
network has to be self-organized and adjust to the unpredictable topology changes. Due to the advantages such as
flexibility, low cost and ease of deployment, ad hoc networks are very suitable to be applied for massive moving
sensor nodes which need to be internet-connected to connect "things" 3. Networks can be easily set up in a fully
distributed way and provide efficient connectivity. Moreover, broadcast is highly needed in the transmission of IoT
to broadcast related information to all the nearby sensors 4. For instance, in Vehicle Ad Hoc Networks, status
messages are periodically broadcasted to enhance public safety 5. Therefore, in this paper, we propose a novel MAC
broadcasting algorithm in ad hoc networks to pursue higher throughput and faster network convergence.
In general, distributed MAC algorithms are usually applied in ad hoc networks to guarantee that the nodes could
access to the network in a fast and self-organized manner. Such algorithms are especially efficient in emergency
situations. Under different application scenarios, different MAC algorithms have been proposed to provide solutions
of neighbour coordination and slot assignment. In most distributed MAC algorithms, TDMA is widely used to
provide a more reliable and simple communication resource allocation scheme. In a point-to-point algorithm,
communication slots might be allocated to a pair of nodes by time slot reservation mechanism, so that data can be
transmitted between these nodes. In such algorithms, each pair of nodes would negotiate and finally get a reasonable
slot assignment solution. However, there might be a problem with two or more destination nodes at the same time,
which could happen in practical when higher authorities give orders to the lower ones, or in other IoT scenarios
mentioned above. Thus, an algorithm that supports broadcast transmission should be adopted in these scenarios.
However, present broadcasting algorithms have some shortcomings such as low channel utilization efficiency. If
one node occupies a slot broadcasting at the time, all of the neighbouring nodes in its two-hop range need to be
silent, in order not to interfere with the transmission. Therefore, it is more difficult to assign slots when the
negotiation takes place among all the nodes in its two-hop range. Low success ratio of the slot assignment would
lead to low channel utilization efficiency. In addition, for the same reason, the network cannot converge fast and
may be insensitive to topology changes.
In this paper, we propose a TDMA-based fully distributed MAC algorithm for mobile ad hoc networks which
supports data transmission by broadcasting. In our algorithm, the frame includes two phases, i.e., the beacon phase
and the data phase. Both phases are divided into 16 slots. During the beacon phase, each node contends with others
for one slot, which is called the main-slot, and broadcasts its beacon packet in this slot. Its neighbouring nodes will
receive and reserve the beacon packet. The node gets to know the situation of conflicts by collecting feedback
information through the beacon packet from its neighbours. Nodes with serious conflicts will switch the slots prior
to the nodes with slighter conflicts. After solving conflicts, all the nodes get their main-slot each and use the
corresponding slot in the data phase to transmit data.
Concretely, we make the following contributions:
• We propose a new MAC algorithm that supports packet transmission with broadcasting. Novel collision detection
and slot allocation schemes are designed to ensure every node get at least one slot (so called main-slot) in a cycle.
• Fast convergence is guaranteed in our proposed algorithm. Each node contends for its one main-slot in only one
cycle, so that a lot of idle slots are left to promote success rate of slot allocation which ensures a fast convergence.
• High throughput is guaranteed. All the nodes contend for extra slots, which is called standby-slot, based on
topology information collected in their main-slots, and the channel utilization efficiency is improved. Nodes take
these extra slots as standbys of main-slots to recover transmission from conflict.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we summarize related work about MAC algorithms in
ad hoc networks. We describe our proposed protocol in Section III. In Section IV, simulation results of the protocol
are demonstrated in comparison with NbIA algorithm. Finally, we give our conclusions in Section V.
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2. Related Work
The MAC protocol is an important part of ad hoc networks. To guarantee both efficiency and robustness, slot
reservation protocols are proposed, which means that each node needs to negotiate its slot before using it to transmit.
Existing slot reservation protocols can be grouped into two categories: centralized-liked and fully distributed.
Typical systems with centralized protocols 6 have central or server node to control slot assignment after it obtains
the topology of the whole network. The network would finally converge to an allocation solution closer to the global
optimization solution in a centralized protocol. But the overhead to collect topology information is enormous,
especially when the structure of the network is complex and changing with the mobility of the nodes. SVC 7 is also a
centralized-liked protocol which implements advanced rules to guide the network behaviour with no server node. As
the degree of the network grows greater, the efficiency of the rules decreases and the performance of the protocol
degrades sharply. Thus the network robustness and degree of the network are barriers to centralized-liked protocols.
There are some distributed broadcasting algorithms executed in MAC layer based on contention. The IEEE
802.11 broadcast protocol 8 uses carrier sense multiple access with collision avoidance(CSMA/CA), and some
optimized algorithms based on the mechanism have been proposed, such as BSMA 9. But there is some problem
with collision. FPRP 10 is essentially a fully distributed broadcasting algorithm based on contention, avoiding
collecting topology information. The frame of FPRP is divided into reservation frame (RF) and information frame
(IF). Nodes contend for slots in RF and the corresponding slots are used for data transmission in IF. This algorithm
updates the slot assignment solution every cycle to support dynamic topology. But contention-based algorithm
cannot guarantee the access of all the nodes, which makes it not suitable in practical applications because of the lack
of QoS guarantee (e.g., the end-to-end delay).
NbIA algorithm has been proposed for several years. This broadcasting algorithm ensures all the nodes could get
one slot per cycle and the idea of neighbour occupancy vector was originally put forward in NbIA algorithm. There
are three slot allocation mechanisms called indirect acknowledgement(ACK), Beacon Occupancy Vector (BOV) and
Exchange Mechanism (EM) to detect collision. And each cycle has N beacon slots for node to contend for slot and
N data slots to transmit according to beacon slot. Firstly in ACK phase, every node is in state I, they send beacon
packet to contend for slot and acknowledge its neighbours' beacon slot indirectly. Node who get enough
acknowledgement enters state II and starts to execute BOV mechanism. Node in state II means a few neighbours
hear it but not all neighbours. Then it use a vector called BOV to collect the proportion of success neighbour and a
changing BOV-threshold to judge if it needs to change his slot. There will be no conflict until the BOV-threshold is
1. Exchange Mechanism (EM) is a mechanism infrequently and in parallel with BOV. Where a node in state II will
temporarily swap its slot with a neighbour to reveal indiscoverable collision which waste a lot of convergence time
at the same time. NbIA is a fully distributed broadcasting algorithm which does not depend on degree of the network,
so that it is robustly applicable to practical ad hoc networks. However, it could cause collision constantly by using
EM method or, in a word, the network cannot converge fast. What's more, channel utilization efficiency of the
algorithm is low as all the nodes occupy only one slot in a cycle. Therefore, we give new schemes on collision
detection and slot allocation based on BOV mechanism and improve the performance a lot.
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Fig. 1. (a) Frame structure; (b) The structure and corresponding numbers of bits in a beacon packet; (c) An example topology

3. Protocol
In this section, we first introduce the assumptions for the networks and then give an introduction on the frame
structure. The rationality of the algorithm is analysed and the proposed protocol is explained in detail, including the
process of BOV and standby-slot selection.
3.1. Assumptions and Conditions
In order to give a detailed description of our protocol, several assumptions are listed as follows.
• The network operates without any central node or infrastructure and each node is completely equal to others, not
only in function, but also in hardware configuration.
• A node with a steady main-slot could access network successfully.
• The error correcting capability of the system is poor. The system does not support data transmission and
receiving simultaneously.
3.2. Frame Structure
Every frame consists of two components where a beacon phase is followed by a data phase. Both the beacon and
data phase are divided into 16 time slots, which means one frame supports 16 neighbouring nodes in a single-hop
range. If there are 30 nodes in one single-hop range, serious conflict will exist for 16-slot frame and then we could
use flag to combine every pair of frames as one which is shown in Fig. 1(a).
In the proposed MAC algorithm, we allocate the time slots by transmitting beacon packet in the beacon phase.
Each node would choose only one main-slot in beacon phase and use the corresponding slot in data phase to
broadcast data, or update routing information infrequently. In our algorithm, a node updates its neighbours'
information through their beacon packets every cycle. Beacon packet is shown in Fig. 1(b). ROUTE domain
contains the source and destination of the packet. MAC domain declares ID information. BOV domain contains
information of its main-slot and standby-slots, and BOV-flag indicates the convergence condition in two hop range.
3.3. Algorithm Description and Rationality Analysis
To describe our algorithm clearly, we consider a network with the topology shown in Fig. 1(c). Where A-F are
ID tags of the nodes and a-d are slot ID tags. The slots will arrive in the order a-d. Note that NA represents the set of
nodes in the one-hop range of node A. Therefore, NA � ��� means that node B is one-hop neighbours of node A.
For the 6 nodes we assume that both A and B select slot a, both C and F select slot b, and D and E select c and d as
their randomly-selected initial main-slots, respectively. The algorithm is summarized as the following steps and
more detailed description will be given in the following sections.
• BOV: In beacon phase, each node sends a beacon packet at its main-slot and the nodes who receive the packet
will update their BOV information. As the result, at slot a, node A and B send beacon packet but only node C can
hear node B and update the first bit of node C's BOV to '1'. Then node C and F start to send at slot b. Since one
node cannot receive two packet simultaneously, node D and E cannot hear both of them. Node F will be aware of
the situation when it receives node D's packet in slot c and finds a '0' in the third bit of D's BOV. Nodes like C
may finally realize that, among all the three neighbours, only one neighbour B has found it while node D and E
can not hear node C. Therefore, we define 1/3 as BOV-number of node C. Node C compares 1/3 with a changing
threshold to decide if it needs to switch slots immediately when BOV-number goes lower than the threshold.
• Standby-slot selection: When all the neighbours report their BOV-number as 1, each node will try to get extra
standby-slots based on BOV information. E.g., if node A get to know node B, its unique neighbour, is busy in
slot b, node A would skip slot b and try slot c first when get extra standby-slots is needed.
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Each node in the network follows the algorithm above to contend for slots. We define convergence when all the
nodes get main-slot to join the network. We can use probability theory to analyse the rationality of the algorithm.
In our algorithm, conflicts occur only between neighbours in the two-hop range. As a result, the worst case
happens when there are many node clusters in the two-hop range. We assume our multi-hop network contains K
slots in total, and there are M nodes in the most crowded two-hop range with node A in the center. Then the only
factor that would influence getting a high BOV-number is whether there are more than one nodes in the two-hop
range within the same slot. Let m represent the number of nodes select slot a. Therefore, the probability that no
nodes other than node A select slot a as the initial main-slot is
P ( m = 0) =

( K − 1) M −1
K M −1

(1)

Similarly, the probability that only one neighbouring node, called X, selects the same slot is
P ( m = 1) =

( M − 1) * ( K − 1) M − 2
≈0.34
K M −1

(2)

when K=32 and we assume M=20 first. In summary, we have
P ( m = 0)≈0.55， P ( m = 1)≈0.34

(3)

When m=0, node A's BOV-number is 1. When m=1, the BOV-number depends on the size of NA and NX . Let
|N� | denote the number of nodes in this set and ∁NA denote the set of all the other nodes out of NA . The nodes in
N� ∩ ∁NX may hear of node A, while the nodes in N� ∩ NX cannot. In this case, BOV-number of node A can be
determined by
BOV _ numberA =

| N A  N X |
| NA |

(4)

The BOV-number of node A would be compared with a random-selected threshold to judge if it needs to switch
slots. According to the randomness of the threshold, we consider that 50% * 0.34 = 17% of situations are treated as
serious collisions and node A would switch slots at once, while in the other 17% of these situations, node A keeps
the slot. For the rest P(m > 1)=0.11, node A has at least two conflicting neighbours which may cause serious
conflicts. Thus, the probability of node A to switch slots immediately is 0.11+0.17=0.28, which means 28% of
nodes need to switch their initial slots. Part of these nodes may create new collision and switch slots together with
other 17% of nodes. In summary, at any time, only about 30% of nodes would adjust slots which reduces the chance
of new collisions and provides our algorithm a fast convergence.
Then when M=25 and M=30 , the node that need to adjust slots will be 36% and 41% by calculation. This is the
worst case as when M>32 we may combine two cycle as one to use. According to simulation result, it costs less
than 20 cycles to converge in the worst case.
3.4. BOV Threshold Adjustment
Most of the collisions should be detected in BOV threshold Adjustment phase. The concept of BOV in NbIA
algorithm is used as reference, but a new detection scheme and BOV-threshold is proposed in this paper. Let us
assume node A receives a packet from node B successfully in the third slot, and node C sends a packet in the fourth
slot, but node A cannot hear from node C because of collision. In this situation, node A maintains a BOV like xx10,
each bit corresponding to one slot. The vector is used for BOV-main domain in the beacon packet and then reset to
all zeros. After node A sends out its packet, node B finds that the third bit is '1' and consequently node B realizes A
is a success neighbour. However, node C comes to know that A is a failure neighbour because the fourth bit is '0'.
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All the nodes update the number of their success neighbours every cycle. If node A has three success neighbours
in all five neighbours, the BOV-number is 3/5. The BOV-threshold, selected randomly every two cycles, is used to
determine whether one node needs switch the main-slot immediately. If the BOV-threshold is larger than the BOVnumber, it implies there is a severe collision and nodes have to switch their main-slots. Moreover, to ensure fast
convergence, only one node of two collision nodes would switch its slot.BOV-threshold is selected randomly within
the range of 0.19-0.84 in NbIA algorithm, which leaves the following problems to solve:
• Collision nodes may continuously select small BOV-threshold which influences the speed of convergence.
• There are still collisions when BOV-threshold is larger than 0.84 and smaller than 1.
• Just as shown in Fig. 1(c), a situation called Non Isolated Deadlock happens between node C, D and F. For node
D, it may not get enough ACK as it can only be heard by node E. But switching slot has no benefit for node D to
access the network because the collision is in fact between C and F.
Instead of Exchange Mechanism in NbIA algorithm, we adjust the BOV-threshold according to network situation
to improve the speed of convergence. For each node, BOV-threshold is randomly updated within 0.22 to 0.79 every
two cycles which is selected according to simulation results. It is called a BOV-stop when the BOV-number remains
unchanged for consecutive six to ten cycles. When a BOV-stop occurs, the next BOV-threshold will be 0.1 larger
compared to the current one, after that, we promote the lower limit of BOV-threshold from 0.22 to the current BOVthreshold and new BOV-threshold will be randomly generated from new lower limit to 0.79. If BOV-threshold is
bigger than 0.79, BOV-stop will still happen and BOV-threshold will finally reach to 1. As a result, the first two
problems listed above can now be solved. As for problem 3, in our algorithm, node D does not need to be
acknowledged. And then node C and F will switch their slots according to their BOV-num so that node D can access
the network successfully.
3.5. Standby Slot Selection
After all the collisions are fixed, each node tends to get several standby-slots to improve resource utilization
efficiency in this phase. When a node converges, its BOV-number should be 1. The parameter to declare the
convergence of the node itself is BOV-flag as shown in Fig. 1(b). If all the BOV-flags of its one-hop neighbours are
1, BOV-flag2 would be set to 1. Similarly, node may use BOV-flag2 of its neighbours to judge if all the nodes in its
two-hop neighbours have converged. And then, standby-slots have a chance to be generated.
Based upon simulation results, adjacent nodes always have similar two-hop convergence time, which may cause
conflicts when nodes are contending for standby-slots. Therefore, priorities of standby-slot contention could be set
according to traffic demands. When a node promotes its priority because of bursty demands, the priority level in its
beacon will remind its neighbours of releasing standby-slots to ensure the quality of service for higher priority nodes.
To generate standby-slots, a node waits for a random period of time, selects an empty slot in its two-hop slot
table and sends a probe packet in beacon phase. All its neighbours would receive the probe packet and record it in
the BOV-standby domain, unless another probe request comes at the same time. If all the neighbours allow the
probe packet, then the slot becomes the node's standby-slot. Otherwise, the node realizes there is a conflict. After
several cycles waiting, it would contend for an empty slot again.
According to our algorithm, a node will get standby-slots successfully unless other nodes apply for the same slot
in the exactly same cycle. After that, the node occupies the slot until it releases the slot on its own initiative or is told
by other higher priority neighbours. The standby-slot is recorded in BOV-standby domain, just as the main-slot
recorded in BOV-main domain. Whenever a node needs to switch slots, it collects BOV of all its neighbours so that
it grasps the situation in the two-hop range, which is the max range that influences the node. It then selects an empty
slot in its two-hop slot table. When there is no empty slot due to temporary congestion, the node should choose an
empty slot in its one-hop slot table. This leads to a potential solution although the node robs the slot of an one-hop
neighbour. After that, the neighbour may switch the slot with an empty slot in its slot table, so that the whole
network converges gradually. Non Isolated Deadlock will be exposed by selecting standby-slots. Several cycles later,
all slots are occupied as standby-slots which ensures high utilization efficiency based on spatial reuse.
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Fig. 2. (a) An example 50 mobile nodes topology;(b) The average throughput of nodes in different data rate and node number of two algorithms.

4. Simulation results
We use OPNET software to simulate both NbIA and our algorithm in some randomly generated scenarios.
The frame structure is set the same as Fig. 1(a) and one second consist of 4 cycles. The length of our beacon
packet is increased to 158 bits to match NbIA algorithm, so that the typical convergence time and average
throughput of both two algorithms can be compared. In addition, we set the transceivers' rates to be 100Mbps.
We assume our network contains 50 nodes with the same priority randomly deployed in a 10km*10km range
which is shown in Fig.2(a). Each node has enough number of packets in their buffers and uses the main-slot and two
possible standby-slots to send data through multi-hop routing in a broadcasting way. To reveal the performance of
our algorithm, all the nodes will stay put in the first 10 seconds of network organizing. After 10s, half of the nodes
will start moving with a random path with a speed lower than 100km/h. Then at 30s, ten nodes will leave the
network and others will keep moving until the end of our simulation.
The node whose main-slot is in conflict with others will be treated as a collision node. The time-varying number
of collision nodes is shown in Fig. 3(a). Based on the results, the convergence time of our algorithm is about 2s
which means there are no conflicts in the whole network at the time, while NbIA need 8s to access network, of
which 4s are used by ACK and BOV phase, and the other 4s are needed because of the EM mechanism, with which
a node swaps its slot with neighbours for cycles, which is inefficient in most scenarios.
After 10s, moving nodes joining in other local networks might cause conflicts. Two conflicting nodes may be
aware of the conflict within one cycle according to our algorithm, then the invaded node may simply exchange its
main-slot and standby-slot to fix the problem or select another free main-slot based on its two-hop slot table. In
summary, our algorithm can fix the impact of mobile nodes in about two cycles, while NbIA does not have standbyslots and causes less conflicts.
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Fig. 3. The time-varying number of (a) collision nodes (b) average throughput of nodes of two algorithms.

The average throughput of every single node is shown in Fig. 3(b). After setting up the network, nodes of NbIA
will only occupy one slot each in every cycle, so the throughput is steady after 4s. For the nodes in our proposed
algorithm, they will contend for 2 possible standby-slots after network organizing shown in the first 5s in Fig. 3(b)
and tend to be steady from 5 to 10 seconds. After that, the changing topology forces some nodes to release and
reapply standby-slots, which has impact on the throughput of the network.
We simulate our algorithm with different data rates and different node numbers in several random scenarios and
the result is shown in Fig.2(b). For our algorithm, node number has little influence on the network, because each
node are only sensitive to its two-hop range instead of all the other nodes in the system. Based on the simulation
results, our algorithm has shorter access time and higher throughput. A similar recovery time is guaranteed which
ensures the basic performance of an ad hoc network. Standby-slots in our algorithm allow node to send more data
without causing serious conflicts even with mobility. Moreover, based on the results shown in Fig. 2(b), our
algorithm outperforms NbIA algorithm in average network throughput by approximately 110%. According to the
collision node numbers of the two algorithms, there will be no collision nodes at all after 2 seconds for our proposed
algorithm, while about 2 more seconds are needed to execute corresponding mechanism in NbIA algorithm.
5. Conclusion
We propose a fully distributed TDMA-based MAC protocol for mobile wireless ad hoc networks in this paper.
The protocol allows nodes to access network efficiently and transmit with other nodes by broadcasting. With our
protocol, nodes can get one main-slot in a cycle to ensure stable transmission and get extra standby-slots depending
on their traffic demands. After setting up the network, time slots are guaranteed to be made full use of and the
throughput of network is improved. Conflicts could also be fixed immediately when nodes join in. The algorithm is
robustly applicable to the practical ad hoc networks. Our simulation results reveal that our algorithm achieves a
better performance than NbIA algorithm in terms of throughput and access time. The slot utilization efficiency of
our proposed algorithm is around 110% higher than the NbIA algorithm. Our future work includes optimizing the
slot allocation of high priority nodes.
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